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Universal Slider and
Angle Mount Kit (C13)
Install Instructions

Read through all of the instructions completely before 

beginning the install.

Parts Included:

 4, 5/16” X 18 ¾ bolts
 8, 5/16” X 18 lock nuts
 1, Wire
 2, sliders (slider handle is right side) 
 2, Angle brackets

Tools needed:

Needle nose pliers
Standar (flat head) screwdriver
3/8” socket or wrench

Remove all parts from the box and unwrap completely  

using the packaging to lay out the pieces.

Time: 

Approx 15 minutes.
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1. Remove plastic knobs and discard (these are for shipping 
purposes only)

2. Place threaded posts in slider facing floor board or into 
existing mount holes with release handle facing forward. 
Secure with nuts.

3. When placing black angle brackets on sliders. Face up for 
more height or down for lower height.

 Handle Side

4. To expose the underside of the rear mounting hole, adjust 
slider all the way back.

5. Line up square holes on bracket with square holes on slider

6. Place bolts through rear square hole on angle bracket into 
rear square hole on slider. Thread nut onto rear bolt and 
tighten.

7. Adjust slider all the way forward.

8. Place bolts through front square hole on angle bracket into 
front square hole on slider. Thread nut onto front bolt and 
tighten.

9. Adjust slider back to center.

 Non-Handle Side

10. Use the screwdriver to open adjusting arm and slide the 
non-handle side all the way back to expose underside of 
rear mounting hole.

11. Line up square holes on bracket with square holes on slider.

12. Place bolts through back square hole on angle bracket into 
back square hole on slider. Thread nut onto rear bolt and 
tighten.

13. Use the screwdriver to open adjusting arm and slide all the 
way forward.

14. Place bolts through square hole on angle bracket into 
square hole on slider . Thread nut onto front bolt and 
tighten.

15. All nuts and bolts should be used and tightened at this time.

16. Use the screwdriver to open adjusting arm and adjust slider 
back to center, making sure to line up with the handle side.
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 Adjuster

17. With pliers, make a loop on one end of the provided wire.

18. Place loop end of the wire through the last hole on the slider 
adjuster arm.

19. Measure length diagonally to non-handle side of slider.

20. Cut the wire to length leaving enough to loop through 
second to last hole (closest to opening on adjusting arm)

21. Close wire loop

 If you have any questions or experience issues, please 
contact your retail outlet first for help. However, the staff at 
PRP Seats is always happy to help at 1-800-317-6253.

 Thank you! Ride safe!


